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Abstract. The design considerations for a LISP program computing the solutions to a well-known 
AI-problem are presented. The resulting program and its output are listed in full. 
1. Introduction 
The subject of this paper is the systematic development of a LISP program. The 
paper has been written to demonstrate that, in the context of a language like LISP, 
the same considerations apply to the derivation of a program as hold for an 
imperative programming style and that precise specifications play an important role. 
For such a paper the choice of the problem to be solved is, to a large extent, 
immaterial. It should, on one hand, be sufficiently complex to make a careful 
derivation meaningful and, on the other hand, simple enough to be dealt with 
completely in a paper. Our choice was a classical AI Problem: that of the three 
missionaries and the three cannibals, and in the paper we develop a program that 
computes all solutions to this problem. The program is a typical example of 
expressing backtracking in a recursive fashion. 
The choice of the programming language was less accidental. LISP was selected 
because it is well known and frequently used in the context of AI. Moreover, 
derivations of programs do not seem to be common practice in the LISP community. 
The program is expressed in pure (functional) LISP [l]. 
The subject of the paper is not a discussion of search techniques in an AI context. 
In a way the program is naive and totally different programs exist which are maybe 
more efficient than the one presented here. The fact that all solutions have to pass 
at least one of two ‘midway’ states (in which the number of missionaries on either 
bank is about equal) is not exploited. Nor has it been tried to record, for each state 
encountered, the set of paths leading from it to the final state (such information 
can be used to short-circuit branches of the search tree). Generalizations of the 
problem also fall outside the scope of this paper. 
The structure of the paper is as follows: in Sections 2 to 5 the notions pertinent 
to the problem domain are developed. Section 6 contains the derivation of the 
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program that is listed in full in Section 7. Section 8 lists the result of program 
execution. In Section 9 some comments of a methodological nature are collected. 
2. States and their representation 
A classical AI-problem is that of the three missionaries and the three cannibals. 
We quote Nilsson [2]: “Three missionaries and three cannibals come to a river. 
There is a boat on their side of the river that can be used by either one or two 
persons. How should they use this boat to cross the river in such a way that cannibals 
never outnumber missionaries on either side of the river?“. 
Our first design decision is to describe (or to modeij a passage of the river by 
means of the initial state (all people on one side of the river), the final state (all 
people on the other side) and the intermediate states with the boat on one side of 
the river. The transitions between those states, with the boat crossing the river, are 
easily derived from two successive states of a passage, and their incorporation in 
the description of a passage is redundant. 
Another compact description of a passage is, of course, to give, for all successive 
transitions, the crew of the boat. In that case states have to be derived from the full 
list of preceding transitions, which does seem to be impractical. 
In the representation of a state we decide not to individualize the missionaries 
and the cannibals, but only to give the numbers of them on either side of the river, 
thereby reducing the number of solutions dramatically. 
In order to exploit the symmetry of the problem we represent a state by a quintuple 
(a, b, c, d, e), where 
a: number of cannibals on the side of the river where the boat is, 
b: number of missionaries on that side, 
c: number of cannibals on the other side of the river, 
d : number of missionaries on that other side, and 
e : side of the river where the boat is (Zeft or right). 
Due to the conservation of the cannibals and missionaries we have 
a+c=bi-d=3. 
The set of all such quistuples is denoted by Q. As initial state we take i = 
(3,3,0,0, left) and as final state f= (3,3,0,0, right). 
This representation of states is redundant: we could as well have confined it to 
triples (a, b, e), without, as we will see, much effect on the program. 
In the definition of Q we have neglected the admissibility of states with respect 
to the requirement that “cannibals never outnumber missionaries on either side of 
the river”. We interpret this requirement to be: 
(b=O v ash) A (d=O v csd), 
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which in view of the fact that a+c = b+d (and positive) can be reduced to 
b=O v d=O v a=b. 
The subset of Q fulfilling this requirement is denoted by R, the set of admissible 
states. 
3. State transitions and their representation 
We next consider the transitions between successive states in a passage of the 
river. We have to take into account that the boat “can be used by either one or two 
persons”. We can describe the crew of the boat by a pair (g, h), where 
g = number of cannibals in the boat, 
h = number of missionaries in the boat. 
The above requirement is now formulated by 
lsg+hs2. 
This implies that the set M of possible ‘moves’ is given by 
M =-I(% 0), (1, I), (03% (l,O), (0, 1)). 
For the applicability (‘feasibility’) of a move (g, h) in a state (a, b, c, d, e) we have 
the requirement: 
gsa A hsb. 
Here we see that, due to our choice of the representation of states, this condition 
is independent of the value of e. 
Also the result of a (feasibie) move to a state can be simply expressed: it is the state: 
resuZt((g, h),(a, b,c,d, e))=(c+g,d+h,a-g, b-h,other(e)), 
where other( Zeft) = right and other( right) = left. 
Note 1. The application of a feasible move to an admissible state does not necessarily 
lead to an admissible state. The feasibility condition, however, guarantees that the 
resulting state is a member of Q_ 
Note 2. If we use triples instead of quintuples to represent states, the result of 
application of (g, h) to (a, b, e) reads: (3 - a +g, 3 - b + h, other(e)). 
4. Paths and their representation 
A solution to the problem of the three missionaries and the three cannibals can 
be denoted by a complete ‘path’ leading from initial state to final state, i.e. a sequence 
ofstates so,sl,...,s, (n 2 0) fulfilling the following conditions: 
(1) all states in the sequence are admissible: 
(Aj:OsjSn:sjER), 
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(2) of each pair of successive states (Sj, Sj+l) in the sequence, the second com- 
ponent state is the result of the application of a feasible move to the first component: 
(3) all states in the sequence are distinct: 
(Aj,k:Osj<ksn:Sj#Sk), 
(4) the first state in the sequence is the initial state: 
s,=i , 
(5) the last state in the sequence is the final state: 
Note. The third requirement eliminates ‘oscillating’ solutions. It makes both the 
search space and the number of solutions finite. 
During the execution of the algorithm we have to deal also with ‘incomplete’ 
paths, i.e. paths ‘under construction’. They fulfil the conditions (1) to (4) but, instead 
of (5) we have 
(5’) f does not occur in the sequence: 
(Aj:Osjsn:Sj#f). 
The set of all paths (being complete or not) is denoted by P, the subset thereof of 
all complete paths by C. It is the goal of the algorithm to construct C. 
For the sake of easy reference we summarize here the sets we introduced in the 
foregoing: 
Q: the states (a, b, c, d, e) fulfilling a + c = b + d = 3, 
R: the set of admissible states, i.e. the subset of Q fulfilling b = 0 v d = 0 v 
a = b, 
M: the set of moves, M = {(2,0), (1, l), (0,2), (l,O), (0, l)), 
P: the set of paths, being complete or incomplete, 
C: the set of complete paths. 
5. Traversing the search space 
The construction of C, the set of all complete paths, is carried out by systematic 
construction of P and selecting from P the elements belonging to C. 
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A way to construct P presents itself immediately if we rephrase its definition into 
an inductive one: P is the smallest set fulfilling the following two conditions: 
(1) iEP, 
(2) if 
- the sequence so, sl,. . . , s,, E P, 
- s?l#f; 
- mEM, 
- m applicable to s,, 
- s=result(m,s,)~sER, 
- (Aj:OSjSn:s#sj), 
then the sequence so, s, , . . . , s,,, s E P. 
If m E M is applicable to the last element s, of a sequence so, s,, . . . , s, of P\C 
with result s E R such that (Aj : OS j s n : s # Sj), we say that m is applicable to that 
sequence with result so, sl, . . . , s,, s. It follows that we can construct P by initializing 
P to {i} and extending P repeatedly by a sequence obtained by application of a 
move to one of P’s current elements until no further elements can be obtained. This 
can be done in any order, but in the algorithm to be presented we use the ‘depth-first’ 
strategy, i.e. backtracking. 
If we call a sequence so,. . . , Sj, . . . , S, from P a descendant of the sequence 
so,..., Sj from P (for j c n), then in the depth-first strategy the addition to P of a 
sequence is followed by the addition of all its descendants before any other sequence 
is added to R 
This can be done very elegantly in a recursive fashion: to add all descendants of 
a sequence to P, we -add to P for each move applicable to that sequence: 
(1) the result of that move applied to that sequence, 
(2) all descendants of that result. 
In fact we are interested in constructing C rather than P. It can be done on the 
fly: each time we add to P a sequence having f as its last element we add it to C 
as well. We can then omit step (2) from above: complete sequences do not have 
descendants. 
Doing so we can even refrain from building up and storing the value of P: as 
soon as the result of a move, and all its descendants have been examined and all 
complete sequences among them have been added to C, they will never be considered 
again, r;2d therefore there is no need to keep them available for inspection. Note 
that the sets consisting of the result of a move and all its descendants are disjoint 
for distinct moves applied to an incomplete sequence. 
6. Development of the algorithm 
From the foregoing we arrive at the following specification of a function: 
complete : P + 2c, 
if puth E P, then compZete( path) is the set of all elements of C that 
are equal to, or descendants of, path. 
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If path E C, then complete( path) = {path}. Otherwise, it follows from the analysis 
in the previous section that we have to iterate over all possible moves, and, for all 
m E M applicable to path, we have to compute complete(path : rest&( m, Zast( path))). 
To express iteration in a purely functional language we need (a next) recursion. At 
each level of that recursion one move is selected from those that are not yet dealt 
with, and this is then elaborated explicitly. The remaining moves are dealt with 
recursively and the solutions obtained from both are combined. To have the moves 
that are not yet dealt with available, we need an additional argument. Thus we 
arrive at a function try with specification 
if path E P\C and moveset E M, then try( path, moveset) is the set of all 
elements of C that are descendants of path and are obtained from path 
by a first move taken from moveset. 
Now complete can be expressed in terms of try as 
complete( path) = 
if Zast( path) =f+ {path} 
otherwise + try (path, M) 
fi, 
for all path E P 
The coding of complete in LISP makes it necessary to choose a representation of 
paths and sets of paths in terms of the data structures of LISP. A natural choice 
for the LISP representation of a path is a list with the elements of the path in reverse 
order. This follows from the operations applied to a path: to consult its last element, 
or, to append a state to it. Sets are represented in the conventional way by lists 
without duplicates. With these choices the LISP code for complete reads: 
(complete 
(lambda (path) 
(cond ((equal (car path) (f)) (cons path nil)) 
(t (try path (fullmoveset))) 
))) 
Note. f and M are available as the nullary functions f and fullmoveset. 
In the body of try we deal, as pointed out above, with one move explicitly and 
with the other moves recursively. At the abstract level we need the possibility to 
select a move from the argument moveset. We use the notation moveset = {m} u 
(moveset\{m}) both to express the fact that moveset is non-empty and to introduce 
a dummy name, m, for the, as yet unspecified, selection of one of its elements (in 
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the LISP version, where we represent sets by lists, we can exploit that representation 
by choosing the head of the list for m). At the abstract level the body of try reads 
try( path, moveset) = 
if moveset = 0 + 0 
0 moveset = {m} u (moveset\{ m}) 
+ if feasibZe( m, last( path)) A rest&( m, Zast( path)) E R 
A rest&( m, Zast( path)) TV path 
+ compZete( path : rest&( m, Zast( path))) 
u try( path, moveset\{ m}) 
otherwise + try (path, moveset\{ m}) 
fi 
fi 
The ‘ A ‘-operator is understood to denote a conditional ‘and’ (‘cand’), since the 
value of resuZt(m, state) is defined for feasible moves m only. 
Note. The absence of side effects of the evaluation of expressions implies that the 
arguments of the union operator may be evaluated in any order, or even in parallel. 
Properly speaking the term ‘depth-first search’ is not appropriate to the program; 
it refers to a particular execution model only. 
In order to avoid the threefold evaluation of result(m, Zast(path)) we use the 
(value) parameter mechanism of LISP functions: we introduce an additional function 
try1 with specification 
if path E P\C and newstate = rest&( m, Zast( path)) for a move m E M, then 
try1 (path, newstate) = the set of all elements of C that are descendants of 
path and are obtained from path by a first move leading to newstate. 
Note. In the specification of a function we use two notations to delineate its domain: 
(i) we provide a ‘type’ for all its arguments, and 
(ii) we provide further restrictions in the form of relations to hold between 
arguments in the description of the origin-image relation (in the case of a recursive 
function these often play a role analogous to that of invariants to an iteration). 
It is the programmer’s responsibility to check that no function is applied outside 
its domain. 
In terms of try& try can now be expressed as (we present its LISP code immedi- 
ately) 
(try 
(lambda (path moveset) 
(cond ((null moveset) nil) 
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jjj 
((feasible (car moveset) (car path)) 
(append (try1 path (result (car moveset) (carpath))) 
(try path (cdr moveset)))) 
(t (try path (cdr moveset))) 
Note that we can use append for uniting two disjoint sets. Note also that the need 
for a conditional ‘and’ has disappeared. The body of try1 reads 
try1 (path, newstate) = 
if newstate E R A newstate gpath + complete( path : newstate) 
otherwise + 8 
fi 
or, coded in LISP, 
(try1 
(lambda (path newstate) 
(cond ((not (admissible newstate)) nil) 
((member newstate path) nil) 
(t (complete (cons newstate path))) 
j)) 
A minor improvement of the efficiency can be obtained by providing try and complete 
with an extra argument state where state is the last element of the argument path. 
This scheme saves repeated evaluation of last( path), For the sake of clarity we have 
not done so. 
The problem of the three cannibals and the three missionaries can now simply 
be solved by a function call of crossriver, where 
crossriver = complete( {i}), 
or, coded in LISP 
(crossriver (lambda ( ) (complete (cons (i) nil)))) 
By now we have in essence completed the program development. The remaining 
task, programming the set of auxiliary functions (viz. i, X fullmoveset, feasible, 
admissible, result, null, append, not, and member) and the functions needed by these 
in turn is straightforward. It is in these auxiliary functions only that the choice of 
the representation of states and moves-e.g. quintuples versus triples-matters. We 
have chosen for quintuples. Moreover, we have decided not to use numbers and 
the (standard) functions for arithmetic and comparison. Instead of these we represent 
numbers by the length of lists; the quintuple (2,2,l,l,leJt) is represented by the 
LISP value ((c c) (m m) (c) (m) leftj and the set M by (((c c) nil) ((c) (m)) (nil (m m)) 
((c) nil) (nit (m))). The functions smaller, inc, dec, and ofequallength implement a 
poor-man’s arithmetic. 
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We restrict ourselves here to giving specifications (most of them, for reasons of 
clarity, in terms of numbers rather than in terms of list lengths): 
i:+ R, 
i = (3,3,0,0, left), 
f:+R, 
f = (3,3,0,0, right), 
fullmoveset : + 2 “, 
fullmoveset = ((2, O), (1, I), ((4% (1, O), (0, I)), 
feasible : M x R + {t, nil}, 
feasible((f, g), (a, b, c, d, e)) = f 6 a A g s b, 
admissible : Q + {t, nil}, 
admissible((a, b, c, d, e))=(b=Ov d =Ova = b), 
result:MxR+Q, 
result((X g), (a, b, c, 4 e)) = (c+X d +g, a --_A b-g, other(e)), 
other : {left, right} + {left, right}, 
other(left) = right, other( right) = left, 
list:OxOxOxOxOaL, 
list(a, b, c, d, e) = (a, b, c, d, e), 
smaller : L x L + {t, nil}, 
smaller(x, y) = t iff #x < #y, 
inc:LxL+L, 
inc(x, y) is a list of length #x + #y, 
dec:LxL+L, 
dec(x, y) is a list of length #x - #y, 
ofequallength : L x L + {t, nil}, 
ofequallength(x, y) = t iff #x = #y, 
null, append, not, member, cadr, caddr, cadddr, caddddrr standard. 
Here we have used L for the set of lists and 0 for the set of LISP values. Note that 
we have expressed the whole program in terms of the four elementary functions 
car, cdr, cons, and equal only. 
7. The LISP. program 
&Jne (( 
(crossriver (lambda ( ) (complete (cons (i) nil)))) 
(complete 
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(lambda (path) 
(cond ((equal (car path) (fl) (cons path nil)) 
(t (try path Cfullmoveset))) 
1)) 
(lambda (path moveset) 
(cond ((null moveset) nil) 
((feasible (car moveset) (car path)) 
(append (try1 path (result (car moveset) (car path))) 
(try path (cdr moveset)))) 
(t (try path (cdr moveset))) 
)I, 
(try1 
(lambda (path newstate) 
(cond ,((not (admissible newstate)) nil) 
((member newstate path) nil) 
(t (complete (cons newstate path))) 
)I) 
(i (lambda ( Y((c c 4 (m m m) ( 1 ( 1 left))) 
(f (lambda ( )‘((c c 4 (m m m) ( ) ( ) right))) 
(fullmoveset 
(lambda ( ) 
‘(((c 4 ( )) ((4 (m)) (( 1 (m m)) ((4 ( )I (( 1 (ml)) 
1) 
(feasible 
(lambda (move state) 
(cond ((smaller (car state) (car move)) nil) 
((smaller (cadr state) (cadr move)) nil) 
(t t) 
1)) 
(admissible 
(lambda (state) 
(cond ((null (cadr state)) t) 
((null (cadddr state)) t) 
(t (ofequallength (car state) (cadr state))) 
))I 
(result 
(lambda (move state) 
(list (inc (caddr state) (car move)) 
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(inc (cadddr state) (cadr move)) 
(dec (car state) (car move)j 
(dec (cadr state) (cadr move)) 
(other (caddddr state)) 
))) 
(other 
(lambda (riverside) 
(cond ((equal riverside ‘left) ‘right) 
(t ‘left) 
))) 
(list 
(lambda (a b c d e) 
(cons a (cons b (cons c (cons d (cons e nil))))) 
)) 
(smaller 
(lambda (x y) 
(cond ((null y) nil) 
((null x) t) 
(t (smaller (cdr x) (cdr y))) 
))) 
(inc 
(lambda (x y) 
(cond ((null y) x) 
(t (inc (cons (car y) x) (cdr y))) 
))) 
(dec 
(lambda (x y) 
(cond ((null y) x) 
(t (dec (cdr x) (cdr y))) 
))) 
(ofequallength 
(lambda (x y) 
(cond ((null x) (null y)) 
((null y) nil) 
(t (ofequallength (cdr x) (cdr y))) 
))) 
(null (lambda (x) (equal x nil))) 
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(lambda (x y) 
(cond (null x) y) 
(t (cons (car x) (append (cdr x) y))) 
1)) 
(not (lambda (x) (equal x nil))) 
(member 
(lambda (x y) 
(cond ((null y) nil) 
((equal x (car ~1) t) 
(t (member x (cdr y))) 
))) 
(cadr (lambda (x) (car (cdr x)))) 
(caddr (lambda (x) (car (cdr (cdr x))))) 
(cadddr (lambda (x) (car (cdr (cdr (cdr x)))))) 
(caddddr (lambda (x) (car (cdr (cdr (cdr (cdr x))))))) 
)I 
crossriver ( ) 
8. Program output 
The following solutions were produced using a total of 8667 evaluations of the 
elementary functions car, cdr, cons, and equal (a version using numbers and arith- 
metic used 6757 evaluations of the functions car, cdr, cons, equal, add, minus, and 
lessp). 
((((c c c) (m m m) nil nil right) ((c c) nil (c) (m m m) left) 
((cc) (m m m) (c) nil right) ((ccc) nil nil (m m m) left) 
((c) (m m m) (cc) nil right) ((cc) (m m) (c) (m) left) 
((cc) (m m) (c) (m) right) ((c) (m m m) (cc) nil left) 
((c cc) nil nil (m m m) right) ((cc) (m m m) (c) nil left) 
((cc) nil (c) (m m m) right) ((ccc) (m m m) nil nil left 
1 
(((cc c) (m m m) nil nil right) ((c) (m) (cc) (m m) left) 
((cc) (m m m) (c) nil right) ((ccc) nil nil (m m m) left) 
((c) (m m m) (cc) nil right) ((cc) (m m) (c) (m) left) 
((c c) (m m) (c) (m) right) ((c) (m m m) (cc) nil left) 
((ccc) nil nil (m m m) right) ((cc) (m m m) (c) nil left) 
((cc) nil (c) (m m m) right) ((c c c) (m m m) nil nil left) 
) 
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(((ccc) (m m m) nil nil right) ((cc) nil (c) (m m m) left) 
((cc) (m m m) (c) nil right) ((c cc) nil nil (m m m) left) 
((c) (m m m) (c c) nil right) ((c c) (m m) (c) (m) left) 
((c c) (m m) (c) (m) right) ((c) (m m m) (c c) nil left) 
((c c c) nil nil (m m m) right) ((cc) (m m m) (c) nil left) 
((c) (m) (cc) (m m) right) ((ccc) (m m m) nil nil left) 
31 
(((ccc) (m m m) nil nil right) ((c) (m) (c c) (m m) left) 
((cc) (m m m) (c) nil right) ((ccc) nil nil (m m m) left) 
((c) (m m m) (c c) nil right) ((c c) (m m) (c) (m) left) 
((cc) (m m) (c) (m) right) ((c) (m m m) (cc) nil left) 
((ccc) nil nil (m m m) right) ((c c) (m m m) (c) nil left) 
((c) (m) (c c) (m m) right) ((c c c) (m m m) nil nil lefi) 
Note that each of the four solutions is printed backwards due to the LISP representa- 
tion of paths. 
9. Methodological remarks 
To begin with we make a number of observations on the program derivation 
presented in the foregoing sections: 
We gave a specification of all functions introduced, before, and independent of, 
a discussion of their implementation. We are convinced that this is as essential 
to a functional programming style as it is to an imperative one. Yet, we see it 
carried through only infrequently. It is just too simple to state that function 
definitions are their own specifications. 
As an important tool to these specifications we used the introduction of appropriate 
sets (like Q, R, P, C, and M). They were used to characterize the domains of the 
functions. But they also facilitated the discussion of properties of the elements 
of these domains and lead to a smooth presentation of the development of the 
algorithm. 
It is important to make a clear distinction between concepts and their representa- 
tion in a programming language. The development of the algorithm should be at 
an abstract level and be as free from the choice of a representation as possible. 
The key step in the development of the algorithm was the transition to an inductive 
characterization of the set P. It is our experience that many algorithms can be 
obtained in this way. We therefore consider inductive definitions an important 
design tool. 
We postponed the development of code until we had a clear picture of the problem 
domain and had the proper notions at our disposal. The development of the 
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algorithm took place in mathematical terms, building a ‘theory’ of the problem 
domain. Only thereafter we felt prepared to construct the code, and the latter 
then turned out to be a routine job. This is in contrast to the so-called transforma- 
tional methods, in which each stage of the development of a program is expressed 
in terms of a piece of code. 
- The analysis of the problem and the development of the algorithm are independent 
of the programming language used. Both are equally valid for a program expressed 
in an imperative programming language. 
- We expressed the implementation of a function often in an ad-hoc mathematical 
notation before encoding it in LISP. This notation intends to show more clearly 
the essence of the algorithm than a rigid language notation can. 
- We were no more formal than necessary for a clear statement of the derivation 
of the program and of the notions involved (nevertheless, the introduction of sets 
enabled us to be precise and concise). 
We can incorporate most of these observations in the following scheme or method, 
consisting of four steps: 
1. Analyse the problem and introduce the relevant notions in order to characterize 
the set of solutions. Often the introduction of a number of predicates and auxiliary 
sets will be necessary. 
2. Transform this characterization into an inductive definition. Often it will be 
necessary to relax one or more of the predicates. Thereby a superset of the set 
of solutions is introduced, from which the solutions have to be selected. 
3. Develop the algorithm from the definitions obtained. 
4. Turn the algorithm into code. 
Of these steps, the first two are crucial, the other ones should be a matter of routine. 
We feel that a further elaboration of some op these points could be worth while. 
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